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Who This Talk is For

• Anyone technically proficient who 

wishes to give talks at information 

security conventions or at local 

meetings

– Nubs

– Experienced Speakers

– Everyone in between



What We’ll Cover

• Planning the talk

• Preparing the talk

• Giving the talk

• After the talk



PLANNING THE TALK



Know Your Audience



Know Your Audience



Know Your Audience



Know Your Audience



Select a Subject

• Choose a subject you know well

• Narrow your focus

• Make the subject relevant to your 

audience

• Don’t be afraid to start over



BAD

Hacking Smart Cards



GOOD

Security Vulnerabilities in 

the FedEx Kinko’s Stored-

Value Smart Card



IRRELEVANT

Smart Cards as Fashion 

Accessories

…on Myspace



Research

• Research your subject thoroughly 

before you begin writing your talk

• Take copious notes

• Document any research thoroughly

• You can (and will) omit things later



Select a Thesis Statement

• A single claim to argue during your talk

• Must be as relevant and focused as 

your chosen subject

• Tells your audience why they should 

care about what you have to say



BAD

FedEx Kinko’s stored-value 

smart cards have a 

security vulnerability.



GOOD

Poor choices in the design 
phase of the FedEx Kinko’s 

stored value smart card 
system have lead to 

pervasive, embarrassing 
insecurities.



Talk Structure

• Introduction

• First Supporting Argument

• Second Supporting Argument

• Third Supporting Argument

• Conclusion



Introduction

• Make friends with your audience

• Introduce the subject to your audience

• Give your audience a compelling reason 

to keep listening to you



Supporting Arguments

• Smaller, more focused versions of your 

primary argument

• These must support and reinforce your 

primary argument

• You should have at least three but no 

more than five supporting arguments



Conclusion

• Wrap up the talk

• Review your primary argument and your 

supporting arguments

• Make a connection back to your 

introduction



PREPARING THE TALK



The KISS Principle



The KISS Principle



The KISS Principle



The KISS Principle



The KISS Principle

“Keep It Simple, Stupid”



Filter Your Research



A Question of Time

• 20 or 50 minutes is NOT a lot of time

• Discard as much information as 

possible

• Save at least 5 minutes for Q&A



The PowerPoint Problem

• PowerPoint is NOT your talk

• PowerPoint serves only to assist the 

speaker in conveying information to the 

audience



The PowerPoint Solution

• Keep your slides simple summaries of 

what you intend to say

• Make diagrams clear and easy to 

understand quickly

• Provide detailed information in a 

supplementary document



BAD SLIDES

VIEWER DISCRETION IS 

ADVISED



















Live Demos

• Can and will go horribly wrong

• Must be short

• Must progress quickly

• Only effective if done extremely well



Live Demos







Proofred Yor Sliids



Proofread Your Slides

• Check your spelling and grammar

• Check for consistent capitalization, 

layout, and formatting

• Have someone else read through your 

slides and give you feedback

• Ignore your slides for several days, then 

proofread them again 



GIVING THE TALK



Consider the Audience

• The audience is very eager to hear what 

you have to say

• Make the audience work for you by 

giving them what they want



What The Audience Wants

• Knowledge

• Entertainment



Speaking

• Slow down

• Enunciate

• Relax



Get Away from the Lectern



Humor



Humor

• A good presentation always includes 

humor

• Unfunny jokes will make your audience 

disinterested in everything you have to 

say

• Too much humor is worse than no 

humor

• Ask your friends “is this funny?”



Pay Attention

• Your audience will tell you whether they 

are bored or having a good time

• You must respond appropriately to your 

audience



AFTER THE TALK



Q&A

• Q&A is where you go from being a 

speaker to being an expert

• Always give the audience time to ask 

questions

• Always repeat the question before 

answering it



Q&A

• After your time is up, invite the audience 

to talk to you one-on-one outside the 

presentation



Summary

• Know your audience and prepare a talk 

which they will find useful and 

interesting

• Teach both the tech-savvy and those 

who are unfamiliar with your subject 

matter

• Throw away as much information as 

you possibly can



Summary

• Keep It Simple, Stupid

• Do not use PowerPoint as a crutch

• Do not use the lectern as a crutch

• Avoid live demos

• Slow down and relax

• Give the audience time to ask you 

questions



Q&A




